
UPDATE ON THE  FIRST TOURNAMENT

, You must hold at least 500 Lambatokens

To be eligible as a player.

You must hold at least 500 Lambatokens

for Live Staking.

Number of players for the first round:
64 players (every player gets the chance of

playing twice)

Venue: Game Planet, No. 314 Old Refinery

Road Elelenwo, Chicken Republic Fast

Food, Opposite De Young Junction. 

Date: 18th to 20th of February, 2021. 

Steps to Register
1. Input your details through the form.

2. Select if you are signing up as a player or

a Staker

3. Buy or hold at least 500 Lambatokens

after filling the form

4. Follow our Instagram page on the

website to get important updates

regularly

5. Subscribe to our Youtube Channel on

the website to view the matches and our

special contents.

FIRST  OF  ITS  KIND

Visit: www.lambatoken.com to know

the potential worth of the digital asset

(Lambatoken) backed by real estate and

entertainment.

Note: You are not registering for the

tournament by paying, You are eligible to

play by holding our digital asset with

potential value growth of up to 2,000%

at this pre-sale period before IEO which

is scheduled for $1/token. So a 500

Lambatoken at $0.05 (current price) is

worth $500 (500 Lambatoken x $1 =

$500. In naira, it is worth N230,000 using

460/$ as the exchange rate) at just IEO

scheduled price. Basically, you get your

money back as a digital asset in your

wallet, but in a far better value. You are
actually playing for free.

Note: 500LBT is N11,500 at $0.05 (N23)

per token.

 While Staking is basically to share from

the prize pool even without gaming. To

know more, kindly take a look at HOL
Staking explanation below.
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Lambatoken makes the
possession of real estate
assets possible for all
income class earners.

help@lambatoken.com
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What a better time to
revolutionize the eSports
industry in Africa, giving
everyone the opportunity to
partake from this booming
market. 
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HOL STAKING 

Just as Howard D. Schultz an American
businessman said "Success is best, when it is
shared" We believe that fans/supporters should
be part of the success story for each
tournament victory financially.

How possible is this?
One popular quote by Brene Brown  says it all-
"We share with people who've earned the right
to hear our story"

Illustrating

If we have two competitors (Player/Team A  vs
Player/Team B) 
Prize Pool = $1,000,000
(Winning Prize)
Sharing ratio = 50% : 45% : 5%
The winner goes home with 40% (which is
$400,000) of the prize pool, second place
receives 10% ($100,000), while those that have
staked on the winner will share 45% of the prize
pool ($450,000). Those that have staked on the
loser will share 5% of the prize pool ($50,000). 

You don't ever lose your capital (which is the
tokens staked) it is always a win win situation
for everyone, all you need do, is to send your
tokens on passive income errands by just
staking. 
How much of the 45% that will come to you will
be determined by the staking power of your
tokens (the quantity in a stake pool. If I stake
5,000 LBT and you stake 50,000LBT, You will get
10x more, so the more tokens you have, the
more amount you will get constantly for each
tournament as you stake). All tokens staked on
a player/team will be 100%, but in that 100%
you have your own percentage which will be
paid to you during distribution.
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